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INTRODUCTION
The objective of this study is to understand the effect of different types of HOV access on safety. To this end, this study examines collisions that occurred in HOV and adjacent traveling lanes both at the statewide and corridor level. Section 2 presents some of the relevant previous studies and Section 3 reports the findings from an analysis of the statewide collision data. Findings from an analysis of eight corridors where per lane traffic volume is available are then documented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the observed relationship among collision rates in HOV facility and geometric attributes, including shoulder width, length of the access, and the proximity of the access to its neighboring ramps. This paper ends with a summary of concluding remarks and future research plan in Section 6. 
PREVIOUS STUDIES
Previous studies [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] regarding the safety performance of HOV facilities have focused mainly on comparing collision patterns before and after implementing HOV facilities, and identifying factors influencing collision occurrence rather than comparing the safety performance between different types of HOV facilities.
Cooner and Ranft [1] conducted a before and after comparison study using the collision data from two HOV facilities with buffer-separated limited access. The before and after comparison of corridor collision rates showed a substantial increase in injury collision rates after installation of the buffer-separated HOV lanes. The study suggested that the increased speed differential between HOV and GP lanes, reduced width of GP lanes, loss of the inside shoulder, and difficulty for vehicles in the HOV lane to find gaps in traffic when entering the GP lanes, were contributing factors to the increase in collision rate. performance of the corridor, and that the changes in collision characteristics were due to the changes in spatial and temporal attributes of traffic congestion.
Sullivan and Devadoss [3] studied the impact of HOV facility operation on the safety of selected California freeways. Their study stated that the presence of HOV lanes did not induce any systematic differences in collision patterns but the localized traffic congestion resulted in the clustered collisions. Collision concentration locations were found along the corridors and examined in the study with and without HOV lanes during peak hours.
Case [4] conducted a before and after collision rate comparison study among four different types of HOV facilities with: (i) 0-2 ft. buffer, (ii) 3-8 ft. buffer, (iii) 8ft. buffer with 6 inch raised barrier, and (iv) 13 ft. (full) buffer. According to the study, the installation of (iii) and (iv) did not increase overall collision rates, while increase in the collision rates was observed for (i). The collision rate comparison for design type (ii) was made between HOV and non-HOV sections such that it was not a before and after comparison. Due to the sporadically located collision concentration locations, the author concluded that such a comparison gives unreliable results.
Newman et. al. [5] , compared three different types of HOV facilities in California:
physically separated, buffer separated (full lane width), and contiguous facilities. In the study, the term "contiguous facility" referred to both continuous access and limited access facilities in which the buffer width is narrower than a full lane (13 ft.). They found that separated facilities were superior to contiguous facilities in terms of safety, but, the study neglected to compare the safety level of continuous and limited access HOV facilities. Using traffic volume data from Freeway Performance Measurement System (PeMS) [6] , Table 2 . λ C and λ L in the table 2 are presented in the unit of collision per million VMT. In summary, HOV lanes in limited access facilities showed higher PDO and injury related collision rates than those with continuous access. For the left lanes, a mixed pattern was observed.
COMPARISON OF COLLISION DISTRIBUTIONS
A
COMPARISON OF COLLISION RATES (Selected Routes)
The PDO collision rate was lower for the left lane adjacent to the HOV lane with continuous access.
Meanwhile, its injury related collision rate appeared to be higher, though the difference was not statistically significant. In the next section, we will discuss the design features that can potentially influence the safety performance of HOV facilities.
GEOMETRIC FACTORS
In this section, results from detailed analysis of HOV segments are presented to explain the relationship between collision rates in HOV facility and geometric attributes, including shoulder width, length of the access, and the proximity of the access to its neighboring ramps. The same set of peak hour collision data from the eight routes in the previous section (see Table 1 ) is used for this part of analysis.
Shoulder width
The shoulder can be used to accommodate stopped or disabled vehicles and mitigate the disruption to the traffic in traveling lanes. The shoulder can also provide extra maneuvering space for the drivers to avoid potential conflicts with other vehicles, as well as a chance to recover from errors, and to resume normal driving. Providing adequate shoulder width can enhance the safety performance of freeways [9, 10] . Our objective here is to explore the relationship between the shoulder width and the collision rate of the HOV facilities.
An illustration of the effects of shoulder width on safety performance is given in Figure 5 , 
Total (shoulder + HOV lane + buffer) width
We define the total width as the lateral space including the shoulder, the HOV lane and buffer here.
Among the three components, shoulder width ranged from 2 to 12.2 feet, lane width varied between 11.5 and 13 feet, and buffer width varied between 0 and 5.2 feet; continuous access facilities have no buffer between HOV and left lane such that their buffer width is considered zero. Most of the variation in total width was contributed by variation in shoulder width, followed by buffer width.
A scatter plot of collision rate versus total width was constructed in Figure 6 and a trend line for each type of HOV facility was estimated based on the scatter plot. Narrower total width was associated with a higher collision rate in both types of HOV lanes. Notably, the trend line for the limited access, shown as a black line, exhibits remarkable resemblance to the trend line of the continuous access, a grey line, but with a vertical shift upward. The pattern implies that given the same amount of total width among the eight routes studied, corridors that employed the continuous access can result in lower collision rates. This could be due to the fact that more shoulder width can be allocated to the continuous access HOV lane since it does not require a buffer. 
High Collision Concentration Location (HCCL) analysis
Continuous Risk Profile (CRP) is a method that generates a variation of risk measurement interpretable as the number of collisions, or collisions per unit distance along a freeway segment [11] . The CRP plots for HOV and left lanes of the eight routes were constructed to examine the spatial distribution of collision concentration locations along the freeways. Among the eight routes examined, two exemplary routes with continuous and limited access HOV lanes are displayed in The first example is I-880N as shown in Figure 7 . 
INGRESS/EGRESS analysis
Collision rates from 24 different ingress/egress sections along the four limited access HOV lanes shown in Table 1 were plotted with respect to their proximity to the nearest ramp in Figure 9 . No apparent systematic relationship was found between the collision rate at the access point and their proximity to the nearby on-or off-ramps. However, three locations displayed significantly higher collision rates than others. It was found, after inspecting the configurations of these three locations, that these three ingress/egress segments were associated with the following common features: 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND FUTURE RESEARCH TOPICS
In this paper, we have examined collision data from High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) facilities with two different types of access, continuous and limited. The findings show that the HOV facility with limited access offers no safety advantages over the one with continuous access; the combined collision rates of the HOV and its adjacent lanes were higher for the HOV facility with limited access.
We studied the relationship between collision rates in HOV lanes with respect to its shoulder width, length of the access, and the proximity of the access to its neighboring ramps.
HOV facilities with shoulder width greater than 8ft displayed significantly lower collision rates regardless of access type. Among the eight routes investigated in this study, corridors that employed the continuous HOV access displayed lower HOV lane collision rates compared to a comparably sized limited access HOV lane, as shown in Figure 8 . Furthermore, we found that limited access HOV facilities with a combination of short ingress/egress length and a close proximity to the nearest on-or off-ramp can result in markedly higher collision rates than other limited access freeway segments although these factors need more systematic investigation
In evaluating the relationship between collision rate and the total width, the present study did not attempt to quantify the effect of an individual width element. This is an important question that needs to be further explored since it can be used as a guideline in allocating spaces when there is limited the right-of-way. In addition, more sites need to be studied to further evaluate the relationship between the length of ingress/egress and its proximity to neighboring on or off ramps, as well as the effect of a buffer in mitigating the influence of collision causative factor in the HOV lane on its left lane. These are topics of future research.
